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Abstract
Call type classification and topic classification for contact

center calls using automatically generated transcripts is not yet
widely available mainly due to the high cost and low accuracy
of call-center grade automatic speech transcription. To address
these challenges, we examine if using only partial conversations
yields accuracy comparable to using the entire customer-agent
conversations. We exploit two interesting characteristics of call
center calls. First, contact center calls are highly scripted fol-
lowing prescribed steps, and the customers problem or request
(i.e., the determinant of the call type) is typically stated in the
beginning of a call. Thus, using only the beginning of calls
may be sufficient to determine the call type. Second, agents of-
ten more clearly repeat or rephrase what customers said, thus it
may be sufficient to process only agents’ speech.

Our experiments with 1,677 customer calls show that two
partial transcripts comprising only the agents utterances and the
first 40 speaker turns actually produce slightly higher classifi-
cation accuracy than a transcript set comprising the entire con-
versations. In addition, using partial conversations can signifi-
cantly reduce the cost for speech transcription.
Index Terms: Call Type Classification, Contact Center Call
Analysis, Speech Analytics, Machine Learning

1. Introduction
In most contact centers, agents manually categorize calls into
a predefined set of call types after handling a new customer
call. The call type information is then widely used by contact
center management to help understand trends in call volumes,
performance of agents on particular types of calls, and other
key contact center measures. An automatic system which can
transcribe contact center conversations and determine the call
type is therefore desirable. Automatic call type classification
for telephone conversations, however, is not yet widely avail-
able due to the high cost and low accuracy of automatic speech
transcription; transcription accuracy of contact center calls typ-
ically is in the range of 50% to 75% in our experience.

Contact center calls, however, contain two interesting char-
acteristics that can be used to mitigate the problems. First, con-
tact center calls are usually highly scripted (i.e., they follow pre-
scribed steps), and in those scripts the customer’s problem or re-
quest (i.e., an important determinant of the call type) is typically
described in the beginning of a call. For instance, customer calls
to an automotive company’s contact center typically begins with
the agent’s greeting and introducing himself to the customer fol-
lowed by the customer’s description on the problem or request.
Second, key portions of the customer’s narrative are typically

replicated or summarized in the agent’s utterances because the
script calls for the agent to repeat or rephrase what the customer
said to make sure that he understood the customer’s requests or
concerns. In the contact center environment, automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems tend to show lower error rate for the
agent speech because the ASR system is more adapted to the
agents, and agents produce higher-quality sound than do cus-
tomers.

Based on these observations on contact center calls, we hy-
pothesize that we may be able to identify the call type by using
only a beginning part or only the agent’s utterances of a call
and yet still achieve acceptable classification accuracy. Such a
system would be desirable because it could significantly reduce
the costs involving call recording and speech transcription, and
thus enable contact centers to benefit from automatic call classi-
fication. To investigate the hypotheses, we examine the effect of
using different parts of calls on call type classification. In par-
ticular, we conduct experiments with the first n speaker turns (or
utterances) for a relatively small number n, and the utterances
spoken by only one speaker.

In this work, we apply a support vector machine (SVM) for
classifying automatically transcribed contact center calls. Sup-
port vector machines have been successfully used in previous
work on topic categorization [1, 2, 3]. We train the classifier
with the call types assigned by the contact center agents for
eliminating the need for expensive manual labeling.

The experimental results show that a transcript set compris-
ing only the agents’ utterances produce higher classification ac-
curacy and recall than the entire transcripts by 1% and 3% re-
spectively. In addition, the first 40 speakers turns yielded al-
most same classification accuracy as when the entire conversa-
tion was analyzed. The results indicate that transcribing only
the agent’s channel or the first 40 turns would be sufficient to
build a call type classification, resulting in 40% to 64% cost
saving.

2. Related Work
Automatic topic classification of texts has been advanced sig-
nificantly in recent years and is being used in many information
retrieval and knowledge management applications [1, 4, 5, 6, 2,
3]. Automatic call type classification for contact center calls,
however, is not yet widely available due to the high costs of
automatic speech transcription, and the poor quality of the au-
tomatic transcripts.

A few attempts have recently been made for automatic topic
classification of contact center data. Busemann et al. presented
an automatic topic classification system for e-mail messages re-
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ceived in a contact center [7]. Haffner et al. applied SVMs for
call classification on the spoken language understanding (SLU)
component of the the AT&T’s How May I Help You natural
dialog system [8, 9]. This is not, however, designed to pro-
cess human-to-human conversations in free format. Tang et al.
described a call-type classification system for an Information
Technology (IT) Help Desk call center [10]. Their approach,
however, has restrictions that significantly reduce the applica-
bility of the system. First, they constructed the taxonomy by
hand after inspecting the data used in the study. Second, the
system was trained with human generated call transcripts which
are very expensive.

3. Call Type Classification System
This section describes the target call types and the classifica-
tion system used in this work in more detail. Our approach
is domain-independent and can be applied to contact centers
across different industries. The development of the system is,
however, guided by sample customer calls to an automotive
company’s contact center located in the US.

3.1. Classification Method

In this work, we apply support vector machines for call type
classification as implemented in LIBSVM [11]. Particularly,
we use C-support vector classification (C-SVC) with a radial
basis function (RBF) kernel [12]. C-SVC solves the following
problem:

min
w,b,ξ

1

2
wT w + C

l∑

i=1

ξi

subject to yi(w
Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξi,

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , l

given training vectors xi ∈ Rn, i = 1, . . . , l and an answer
vector y ∈ Rl.

C-SVC is designed for two-class classification problems.
For multi-class (k) classification like the problem in this work,
LIBSVM uses the “one-against-one” approach in which k(k−1)

2
classifiers are constructed, and each one trains data from two
different classes.

3.2. Target Call Types

The contact center has 61 different call types, and the distribu-
tion of service requests across the call types is highly unbal-
anced having 45.7% of all service requests categorized into a
single call type. In this work, we selected the six most fre-
quently used call types, which together constitute 91% of all
service requests in the contact center. The target call types in-
clude “Complaint Vehicle”, “Dealer Issue”, “Request for Infor-
mation (RFI) on Dealer Location”,“ RFI on Promotions”, “RFI
on Vehicle” and “RFI on Warranty”.

The six call types can be broadly grouped into two cate-
gories; complaint calls (i.e. “Complaint Vehicle”, “Dealer Is-
sue”), and information-seeking calls (i.e., “RFI” call types).
Note that the distinction between “Complaint Vehicle” and
“RFI on Vehicle” is vague and rather ad-hoc. Calls in both types
discuss various issues related to the customer’s vehicle such as
an engine problem or a navigation system failure. If, however,
a customer is focused on expressing his or her dissatisfaction
with the car, the call is categorized into “Complaint Vehicle”. If
the customer is more interested in seeking a solution, agents are
required to categorize such calls into “RFI on Vehicle”.

3.3. Features

In this work, we exploit two types of lexical features for catego-
rizing calls into the six call types described in Section 3.2. The
first group of features consists of word unigrams that appear
in at least five different calls (i.e., a bag of word approach).
The second group of features includes semantic lexical features
which can indicate the speaker’s emotion and dissatisfaction.
These features are designed to distinguish complaint calls from
RFI calls.

Word features: Automatic transcripts are ill-written, con-
taining many disfluencies (e.g., “uh” and “umm”), spoken num-
bers (e.g., “two thousand and three”), spellings (e.g., “j o n e s”)
and acronyms (e.g., “a b s”). It is important to note that many
spoken spellings and acronyms are domain terms that are good
indicators of the call type.

In this work, we first conduct text normalization to improve
the quality of call transcripts to extract more accurate word fea-
tures. The normalization process includes filler normalization,
spelled-out expression and acronym normalization, and word
aggregation. We identified 25 different fillers from sample
transcripts generated by the ASR system used in this work
(more details are described in Section 4.1), and the information
about which particular filler is used is not important for call
type classification. We thus convert all filler words into an
artificial word, FILLER, and treat all instances of fillers
as a single word. Similarly, all numeric expressions such as
telephone numbers and street addresses are converted into an
artificial word, NUM . Spoken spellings and acronyms are
merged into words. For instance, “j o n e s” becomes “jones”,
and “a b s” becomes “abs”. We then perform word aggregation
in which all inflectional variants of a word (e.g., “seatbelt” and
“seatbelts”) are merged into a single canonical form. Finally,
we extract words from the normalized transcripts that appear at
least five different calls as features. The feature value of a word
is the count of the word’s occurrences in a call.

Brand names: Mentions of brand names include automo-
bile brand or model names manufactured by the competitors as
well as by the company. We observed that complaint calls tend
to contain product names or a competitor’s name more often
than RFI calls. For instance, a customer of a “Complaint Vehi-
cle” call might say “I will buy an XXX 1 next time”.

In this work, we use a manually compiled lexicon contain-
ing most major automotive company names and their product
names to recognize brand and competitor mentions. Note that,
unlike word features, many automobile brand or model names
are multiple words. We count the number of brand names
mentioned by the agent and by the customer separately.

Sentiment words: Complaint calls such as in “Complaint
Vehicle” type and in “Dealer Issue” type often contain many
sentiment words expressing the customer’s emotional status and
dissatisfaction. The sentiment words, especially negative senti-
ment words, are useful to distinguish complaint calls from RFI
calls.

To identify words with negative sentiment polarity, we use
the subjectivity lexicon described in [13, 14]. The lexicon con-
tains a list of words with a priori prior polarity (positive, nega-
tive, neutral and both) and the strength of the polarity (strong-
subj vs. weaksubj). In this work, we use only words of which

1a competitor’s name
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prior polarity is either positive or negative, and the strength of
the polarity is strongsubj.

We first recognize all strong positive and strong negative
words in a call transcript, and then perform a local context anal-
ysis to decide the polarity of a sentiment word in the given con-
text. If a sentiment word has a polarity shifter within a two-word
window to the left, the polarity of the word is changed based on
the shifter [15]. For instance, if a positive sentiment word ap-
pears with a negation word such as no and not, the polarity of
the word in the context becomes negative. Like the brand name
feature, we count the number of negative sentiment words men-
tioned by the agent and by the customer separately to identify
the holder of the sentiment.

4. Experiments
The main question we ask in this work is whether we can iden-
tify the call type by analyzing a partial transcript such as the
first n speaker turns for a relatively small number n, or the utter-
ances spoken by the agent. Our hypotheses behind the question
are two-fold. First, the call type can be determined by analyz-
ing only the first n utterances because the customer’s question
is typically stated in the beginning of a call. Second, the agent’s
utterances alone would be sufficient to determine the call type
because the agent often reveals the customer’s question by re-
peating or summarizing it and by providing the solution to the
problem.

To investigate these hypotheses, we conduct experiments
with several different sets of partial transcripts and compare
the results with the performance obtained using the entire
calls. More specifically, we conduct experiments with only the
agents’ utterances and only the customer’s utterances to study
the effect of the speaker on call type classification. To find out
what is a good value for n, we conduct experiments with the
transcript sets comprising the first 10, 20, 30 and 40 speaker
turns respectively. Hereafter, we call the transcript sets Entire-
Call, AgentOnly, CustomerOnly, First10, First20, First30 and
First40 respectively.

4.1. Data

We acquired recorded customer calls to a contact center of the
automotive company which were recorded during a two month
period time in 2007. We used the IBM Research Attila Speech
recognition toolkit to transcribe the contact center calls [16].
The general language model was trained on data from various
sources including conversational telephony speech and broad-
cast news. The acoustic model and the domain-specific lan-
guage model were trained with 340 hours of customer calls to
the contact center in addition to approximately 2,000 hours of
general conversational telephony speech data. The final ASR
system shows an overall word error rate of 26.4% for the con-
tact center calls.

In addition to the call recordings, we obtained the agent-
assigned call types for the recorded calls, which are used as
the ground truth for training and performance evaluation. It is
important to note that a call type is associated with a service
request which often involves more than one call. However, the
call type is usually determined when the first call is handled.
We, therefore, extracted the first call of the service requests
which were assigned to one of the six call types by the agents,
resulting in 1,677 calls. The calls have 99.5 speaker turns on
average, and the average call duration is 856 seconds.

The distribution of the 1,677 calls across the six agent-

assigned call types and detailed size information of the experi-
mental data sets are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

Call Type Number of Calls Percentage
Complaint Vehicle 380 22.7%

Dealer Issue 251 15.0%
RFI Dealer Location 160 9.5%

RFI Promotions 118 7.0%
RFI Vehicle 448 26.7%

RFI Warranty 320 19.1%

Table 1: Distribution of the 1,677 calls across the six call types

Transcript Total Total Number
Set Speech Time of Words

EntireCall 322 hours 39 minutes 2,650,701
AgentOnly 191 hours 1,361,764

CustomerOnly 131 hours 39 minutes 1,288,937
First10 28 hours 42 minutes 290,650
First20 57 hours 25 minutes 549,206
First30 88 hours 787,918
First40 118 hours 13 minutes 1,017,692

Table 2: Detailed size information of the experimental data sets

4.2. Performance Comparison

In this section, we discuss the experimental results of the auto-
matic call type classification system. All performance measures
are computed using a 10-fold cross validation.

Figure 1 shows overall classification accuracy, mean recall,
and mean precision of call type classification carried out with
EntireCall, AgentOnly and CustomerOnly transcript sets. Mean
recall and mean precision are macro-averaged recall and preci-
sion across the six call types.

Accuracy Mean_Recall Mean_Precision
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Figure 1: Comparison of classification accuracy, mean preci-
sion and mean recall resulted by EntireCall, AgentOnly and
CustomerOnly transcript sets.

As we can see from the figure, the highest mean precision
was achieved when the entire calls were used. However, the
transcript sets comprising only agents’ utterances produced
higher classification accuracy and recall than the entire tran-
scripts. It is important to note that the performance obtained by
using only the customers’ utterances is significantly lower than
the other two transcript sets. We argue that the reasons behind
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the better performance by the AgentOnly set are two-fold.
First, the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system’s error
rate is lower for the agent speech because the ASR system
is more adapted to the agents, and agents usually produce
higher-quality sound than do customers. Second, the agents
utterances contain more topical words than the customers’
utterances because agents usually both repeat the customer’s
questions and provide the solutions to the customers using
many topical words.

The second experiment is designed to examine whether we
can identify the call type by processing only the beginning part
of a call. We conduct experiments with the first n speaker turns,
with n ranging from 10 to 40 with interval 10. The values
were determined based on our analysis on some sample calls,
in which the customers’ questions or requests are typically de-
scribed within the range.

Figure 2 depicts how the classification accuracy changes as
the number of speaker turns used for classification increases.
The circle symbols in Figure 2 show the overall classification
accuracy levels when the utterances spoken by both the agent
and the customer were used. The triangle symbols show the
classification accuracy levels when only the agent’s turns ex-
tracted from the transcripts sets were used. The line in the figure
indicates the accuracy resulted by using EntireCall.
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Figure 2: Changes of the classification accuracy as the number
of turns increases.

As we can see from the figure, First30 achieves almost
same level of accuracy as EntireCall, and First40 slightly out-
performs EntireCall. Unlike the result of the first experiment,
the agents turns alone don’t produce comparable results as when
both agent and customer turns were included. The reason for the
lower accuracy is that the agents’ rephrasing of the customers’
requests usually appear in a later part of the calls. In many
cases, the agents collect information about the customer such as
address and telephone number, and the vehicle such as model
and year during the problem description step.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated whether partial conversations of
contact center calls can yield a classification accuracy compa-
rable to that of entire conversations based on the following two
observations on contact center calls. First, the customer’s prob-
lem or request, which often determines the call type, is typically
stated in the beginning of a call. Second, agent’s utterances tend
to have better recognition and to contain more topical words,
which are very important to identify the call type.

The experimental results suggest that we can achieve
slightly superior call type classification system by using only

the agent’s utterances or the first 40 turns in a call, which pro-
vide cost saving by 40% and 64% respectively. 2
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